We report on interoperability of different sentiment lexica with each other and with the linguistic notions negation and modality for sentiment analysis of tweets in a comprehensive ablation study and in competition results for SemEval 2015. Our approach performed well at the tweet level, but excelled in the presence of figurative language.
Introduction
Increasing interest in social media is reflected in SemEval competitions on sentiment analysis of tweets. Sentiment analysis categorizes text into positive or negative sentiment, possibly with an additional neutral category (Pang and Lee, 2008) . Tweets use more informal and non-standard language than other text forms posing additional challenges. The winners of the past two years made heavy use of their specially designed NRC lexicon (Mohammad et al., 2013; Kiritchenko et al., 2014) , a large lexical resource extracted from tweets with hashtags that are unmistakably positive or negative. This leads to the question we address here: is a bigger lexicon (proportionally) more useful? Is there something special about the NRC lexicon? Is a lexicon that is designed like the NRC lexicon but ten times its size more useful? And finally, can linguistic contexts negation and modality improve the lexicon and the final classification?
We compiled a NRC-inspired lexical resource, Gezi, of seven times the size of the NRC lexicon. We used several lexica in various combinations: Gezi, NRC, Bing Liu's lexicon (Hu and Liu, 2004) , MPQA (Wilson et al., 2005) , and aFinn (Nielsen, 2011) , and add negation and modality sensitive features, performing comprehensive ablation experiments. The system competed in SemEval 2015 and ranked 9/40 in Task 10B, sentiment classification of tweets, and 1/35 in Task 11, tweets featuring figurative language.
Previous Work
Since Pang and Lees pioneering work on movie review classification into thumbs up-thumbs down (Pang et al., 2002) , the major resource for sentiment determination was a sentiment lexicon, modelled after the independently and previously created Harvard General Inquirer (Stone et al., 1966) , a list of words labelled as positive or negative sentiment carriers. Rule-based approaches yielded strong baselines that depended mainly on the coverage of the lexicon used, leading to various efforts to compile dedicated sentiment lexica (Esuli and Sebastiani, 2006; Wilson et al., 2005) . The growing number of sentiment laden text on social media led to more efforts to annotate corpora, enabling machine learning approaches which monopolize the current exercises on sentiment annotation of tweets at SemEval (Rosenthal et al., 2015; Rosenthal et al., 2014; Nakov et al., 2013) . The lexicon is still the major tool used, and for the non-standard use of language encountered in tweets, special resources have been compiled using the annotations displayed by the tweets themselves. Go et al. (2009) , for instance, collected corpora using tweets containing positive or negative emoticons. In a similar way, Kiritchenko et al. (2014) use selected positive and negative hashtags to retrieve positive or negative tweets, computing association scores to the words occurring in tweets of each polarity. The resulting NRC lexicon was used by the winning team in SemEval 2013 and 2014, together with a simple negation feature.
The attention paid to sentiment in tweets led to the development of the CMU tagger Gimpel et al. (2011) , a tokenizer and a POS tagger for tweets, as well as a named-entity recognizer for tweets (Ritter et al., 2011) .
SemEval Datasets
The datasets for the SemEval exercises have been annotated using Amazon's Mechanical Turk 1 for Task 10 and CrowdFlower 2 for Task 11. The resulting annotations include, as expected, mislabelings and borderline judgements in the gold standard, such as: Polarity Classification Dataset Tweets with at least one term of SentiWordNet (Esuli and Sebastiani, 2006 ) association score greater than 0.3 or less than -0.3 form the corpus that is then manually labelled as positive, negative, or neutral.
The different test sets for 2013 (Nakov et al., 2013) , 2014 (Rosenthal et al., 2014) and 2015 (Rosenthal et al., 2015) show a skewed distribution: with the exception of 2014, the majority of test cases are neutral and negative tweets form the smallest class, with the distribution changing slightly from year to year, see Table 1 , where 'tw' stands for 'tweet', 'lj' for 'LiveJournal' entries, and 'sarc' for 'sarcastic tweets', different sources for test data for comparison. 
Linguistic Notions
Following the successful use of a simple negation heuristic in (Kiritchenko et al., 2014) , we further develop the use of the linguistic phenomena negation and modality. Negation and modality change the effect of the terms that occur in their scope, even though this change is not always one of total sentiment reversal for negation (a) or weakening for modality (b). We use modality triggers would like, would love, should, ought to, must, may, might, could, will, would, can, ca, cant, cannot, able, unable; negation triggers from Rosenberg (2013) ; scope rules of Rosenberg et al. (2012) .
Negation The simplest instances of negation parallel the logic operator: negation reverses the truth value of a proposition (I'll do the dishes for you -NOT!) but in natural language, usage is more varied, and negation is used to create contrast along other dimension, not only truth value, but also veridicity, and belief (I don't believe that she did the dishes for you.), to name but two. The degree to which a basic proposition is challenged is even more nuanced when modality (I could do the dishes for you if you could take the garbage out.) and negation interact (She might not have done the dishes for you.). This impacts tasks of information extraction from on-line texts and while these phenomena have long been neglected as comparatively rare and benign in information retrieval contexts, precision-oriented information extraction has addressed negation and recently modality in a series of challenge tasks (BioNLP Shared Tasks 2008 -2010 (Kim et al., 2009 ), CoNLL 2010 (Farkas et al., 2010) , *Sem (Morante and Blanco, 2012) , QA4MRE (Morante and Daelemans, 2012) ).
Negation and modality affect sentiment (I am not happy! does not convey positive sentiment). Even simple negation heuristics are beneficial: consider the scope of the negation to span from a negation trigger to the next punctuation mark (Mohammad et al., 2013) or to occupy a fixed window around the negation trigger (Günther and Furrer, 2013) . Our system uses a syntax-aware negation trigger and scope detection system developed by Rosenberg (2013) .
The effect that negation is interpreted to have on the interpretation of a text varies. Kennedy and Inkpen (2005) encode negation as a simple reverser of polarity values (multiplying them by -1). However, negation does not always reverse the effects of the sentiment carriers, as the case of judgements illustrates: This isn't awful. does not mean This is fantastic. Since negated sentiment carriers do not default to one fixed resulting sentiment value but have to be assessed in their linguistic context, we do not resolve the negation numerically, but encode its occurrence in a separate feature (negated-positive, negated-negative, negated-neutral), a technique similar to Kennedy and Inkpen (2006) .When computing the association scores for our Gezi lexical resource, a negation context results in multiplying sentiment association scores of sentiment carriers by -0.5, an empirically derived value.
Modality Modality indicates possibility, it dampens the asserted veridicity of a statement, often accompagnied by the reason for the hedging: second hand information, belief, hypothetical, . . . In utility texts like newspaper articles or UNIX documentation, modality is a rare phenomenon. But in journal articles in the life sciences or in tweets, it is frequent and carries important meaning aspects. The BioNLP Shared Task series (Kim et al., 2009 ) paid special attention to speculative language, and QA4MRE (Morante and Daelemans, 2012) additionally addressed the interaction of negation and modality. Following Rosenberg et al. (2012) , whose treatment at the QA4MRE pilot dominated the competition, we treat modality the same as we treat negation: a trigger list and scope annotation indicate the modalized material and we represent this and its interaction with negation by doubling our encoded features to include for example modpositive, negation-positive, mod-negation-positive (see Table 5 ).
Lexical Resources
A number of sentiment lexica are available and have been used in various systems. To our knowledge, they have not been compared critically on the same task to assess their respective contribution alone or in combination. We perform such a comparative ablation exercise on some of the more widely used lexica in order to assess our own new lexical resource, Gezi.
Manually Compiled Lexica
We include MPQA lexicon and Bing Lius Opinion Lexicon, which includes MPQA entries and thus provides a first means to compare how size impacts performance. To complete the picture, we also use the much smaller aFinn lexicon.
MPQA (Wilson et al., 2005) , manually compiled with prior polarities for over 8000 words, distinguishing positive, negative, and neutral. The terms also have pseudo-POS tag information for disambiguation purposes. (Hu and Liu, 2004) , manually selected lexicon of around 6800 terms, only positive and negative.
Opinion Lexicon of Bing Liu
aFinn (Nielsen, 2011) , lexicon of words manually rated for valence scores with an integer between -5 and 5 together with their prior polarities, around 2500 words.
Automatically Compiled Lexica
NRC Hashtag Sentiment Lexicon (Mohammad et al., 2013) This open source lexicon was key in the winning entry for the last two years. It is a large, automatically compiled resource that uses seed hashtags that carry unambiguous, strong sentiment as proxy for true tweet sentiment. The polarity of the seed hashtag is used to calculate PMI 3 based association scores (Church and Hanks, 1990) , substituting seed hashtags for emoticons in the technique championed by (Go et al., 2009 (Moody and Lindberg, 2012) .
We remove duplicates, retweets, and modified tweets; tweets with mixed negative and positive seed hashtags; tweets who consist mostly of URLs, hashtags, and usernames. Then, we label the tweets with the unique sentiment of their seed hashtag(s) after deleting URLs. Finally, we preprocess the collection and extract features. The tweet collection is tokenized using the CMU and Annie tokenizers (Gimpel et al., 2011; Cunningham et al., 2002) , and parsed using the Stanford parser (Socher et al., 2013; de Marneffe and Manning, 2008) . Negation and modality triggers are identified and their scope is determined (Rosenberg et al., 2012) in order to extract the contextaware sentiment association values 4 with PMI for unigrams, bigrams, and dependency triples (typegovernor-dependent).
Validating Gezi on Subtask 10E
SemEval 2015 included a pilot task, Subtask 10E, which asked to determine association scores of given target terms with sentiment in tweets.
We tested our Gezi unigrams and bigrams together with the smallest but very effective aFinn lexicon in a simple rule-based approach:
1. If a target term is covered by a Gezi bigram, only this bigram score is used, to avoid double counting the unigram sentiment carrier and negation annotation, if they exist.
2. If a carrier is in a negation scope, its prior sentiment score is multiplied with -0.5.
3. Sentiment scores from aFinn and Gezi are normalized to a common scale and averaged.
4. Each prior sentiment score is scaled to [0, 1] 5. If the target term cannot be assigned a score with the preceding rules, the score assigned is 0.5 (neither positive nor negative).
This approach ranked 4th among 10 submitted systems in both Kendall and Spearman correlation coefficient (Nelson, 2001 ) evaluations: Our Kendall rank correlation coefficient is 0.584, where other results range between 0.625 and 0.254, and our Spearman rank correlation coefficient is 0.777, where others range between 0.817 and 0.373, validating Gezi unigrams and bigrams.
Association Ratios to Prior Polarities
Association ratios yield continuous values and require thresholds to assign discrete prior polarities to lexicon entries.
For Gezi, we partitioned the association ratios into five categories, strong positive, positive, exclusion, negative, and strong negative. The middle category (association score close to 0) denotes terms that occur nearly as often in tweets labelled negative as in positive ones and a clear classification is not possible. The reason may be that the term is sentiment neutral (box) or that it can take on different sentiment in different contexts (positive carries negative sentiment in infection-related contexts). Rather than calling these terms neutral, we eliminate them entirely from Gezi.
For a term to fall into the positive categories, it has to occur at least twice as often in positive tweets as in negative tweets, thus positive terms have association scores greater than 1. For a term to be categorized as strongly positive, its score has to be greater than the geometric mean of the positive space gM ean(1, 8) = √ 8 = 2.83. Analogously, a term is considered negative if its association score lies below -1 and as strongly negative if its association score lies below -2.83. We partition the NRC Hashtag Sentiment Lexicon accordingly. Table 3 shows the resulting composition of Gezi and the NRC lexicon for each polarity class. We see that after removing the elimination category of association scores close to 0, Gezi is roughly ten times bigger than the NRC lexicon and that the size ratio is almost equal in all the categories. Table 4 : Intersection and agreement of lexica.
Unsurprisingly, the greatest agreement is between the smaller, manually curated lexica, which are based in part on common material (like the Harvard General Inquirer and the MPQA corpus). As expected, MPQALiu displays the greatest degree of agreement among these lexica, since MPQA formed the seed for Liu. But the lowest agreement is between MPQA and Gezi, the biggest lexicon (explained in part by the lack of the neutral category in Gezi), while Gezi-Liu has fifth-highest agreement. These observations suggest that bigger is not proportionally better: while the smaller lexica encode more of a consensus set of clear sentiment carriers, the larger lexica encode increasing amounts of low-frequency terms from the sentiment fringe, which makes their out of domain performance more volatile.
Experimental Setup
For the SemEval 2015 challenges, we process tweets in GATE (Cunningham et al., 2013) to extract features and run supervised machine learning algorithms using Weka (Witten and Frank, 2011) .
Tokenization and POS Tagging
The GATE plugin Annie tokenizer (Cunningham et al., 2002) is mature and robustly trained outside Twitter. It deals well with complex tokens, but it is not adapted to tweet-specific tokens. The CMU tokenizer (Gimpel et al., 2011 ) is a new tool that has been trained on Twitter data and expressly targets non-standard tokens such as emoticons, urls, exclamations (!!!!!), hashtags, etc. We prioritize the CMU tagger and use its tokens and POS tags when they are Twitter-specific, otherwise we use the Annie tokens, unless Ritter et al. (2011) suggests fusing multi-word entity names.
Text Normalization excludes Twitter-specific tokens that occur at the beginning and end of a sentence to improves parser performance.
Sentiment Lookup All lexical resources were transformed into gazetteer lists for each sentiment category. We use POS tag information to disambiguate senses where necessary and exclude sentiment carriers from the body of named entities.
Parsing by the Stanford parser and dependency module Version 3.4.1 (Socher et al., 2013; de Marneffe and Manning, 2008) forms the basis for NEGATOR (Rosenberg, 2013) to identify negation and modality triggers and their scope.
Feature Creation To represent our features compactly, we use compound primary features that encode polarity class in linguistic context as described above paired with the lexical resource that supplied this score. Abstracting away from actual sentiment terms to their polarity class helps to manage the feature space dimensionality. It also smoothes over the different lexical gaps of each lexicon. Primary features from a lexical resource are bundled under the name of that lexicon. Table 5 shows the primary features created from the aFinn for Example 1. The only sentiment carrier term from aFinn is perfect, with a positive score of 3. There is also a negation trigger which scopes over perfect, the scope is underlined. The resulting feature is positive-aFinn-negated with a score of -0.5*3=-1.5 in Table 5. (1) El Classico on a Sunday Night isn't perfect for the Monday Morning !! Secondary features are a collection of ad hoc features, such as specific annotations (i.e. emoticons, implicit-explicit negation triggers, modality triggers, named-entities, contrastive discourse feature value positive-aFinn 0 positive-aFinn-negated 1 positive-aFinn-mod 0 positive-aFinn-mod-negated 0 negative-aFinn 0 negative-aFinn-negated 0 negative-aFinn-mod 0 negative-aFinn-mod-negated 0 aFinn-score -1.5 Table 5 : aFinn subset features for Example 1.
connectors and markers), frequencies and sentiment association scores for tokens with specific POS tags, POS tags and sentiment association scores of the first and last two tokens of tweets, and the highest and lowest sentiment association scores within tweets, see Table 6 . Secondary Feature Subsets f10 POS tag based scores and counts 9 f11 frequencies of specific annotations 12 f12 position and top-lowest scores 6 Table 6 : Feature subset bundles with IDs.
Feature Combinations We combined the twelve feature bundles of Table 6 in all possible combinations for a comprehensive ablation study. Feature combinations are processed with libSVM (Chang and Lin, 2011) with RBF kernel and parameters of cost=5, gamma=0.001 and weights=[neutral=1; positive=2; negative=2.9] in Weka (Witten and Frank, 2011) for Subtask 10B and M5P (Wang and Witten, 1997) , a decision tree regressor, to predict continuous values for Task 11. These were exhaustively combined with the technique of (Shareghi and Bergler, 2013) .
SemEval Results and Ablation
For Task 10B, tweet polarity classification, we submitted the results of f 1, 2, 3, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 containing feature subsets of aFinn, MPQA, Liu, Gezi unigrams, dependencies and secondary feature set, 94 features in total. Our submission achieved an average F-measure of positive and negative classes of 62.00, 9th among 40 submissions. For Task 11, sentiment degree association to tweets of figurative language, we submitted f 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12 containing aFinn, MPQA, Liu, Gezi unigrams-bigrams, and secondary feature set, totally 90 features. The challenge uses two evaluation metrics: cosine similarity and meansquared error. According to both metrics, our submission ranked first, see Ablation studies Table 9 compares results for different feature bundles from our ablation studies. The results in italics represent official challenge results, while results in bold represent the best performing bundle for given datasets. Our choice of system for Task 10B was informed by good performance on both, 2013 and 2014 datasets. Our best performing feature bundle is only marginally better and leaves a 2% gap to the competition winner.
For Task 11 we chose the best performing combination in 10-fold-cross validation. Our competition submission did not include dependency features. If we include them instead of MPQA and Liu feature subsets, performance increases by a cosine difference of .01. Task 10B F1 measures   Task 11  feature ids  2015  2014  2013  Cosine  f1 ,3,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12 62.64 69.57 70.61 0.763 f1,2,3,6,7,8,9,10,11,12 62.38 69.9 70.85 0.767 f1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12 62.18 69.98 70.81 0.765 f1,2,3,6,8,9,10,11,12 62.0 70.16 70.42 0.761 f1,3,6,7,8,9,10,11,12 61.88 68.97 70.03 0.765 f1,6,7,8,9,10,11,12 61.31 68.63 70.06 0.768 f1,3,4,5,7,8,9,10,11,12 61.25 67.96 70.36 0.757 f3,6,7,8,9,10,11,12 60.77 67.8 68.37 0.763 f1,2,3,6,7,10,11,12 60.17 Table 9 : Performance of different feature bundles.
No single feature bundle performs best on all datasets, however, since the best performers for each dataset include almost all features with small variations, we conclude that the different features are compatible and at least to a small degree encode complementary information. However, the feature bundle that contains all features is never the top performer, indicating some interference between features. Note that among the four top performing bundles in Table 9 , only NRC unigrams is not present at all! This surprising result is probably due to Gezi being very similar but bigger, which is supported by the comparison bundles that include only aFinn and NRC or aFinn and Gezi: Gezi outperforms NRC for Task 10B by a very small margin, considering its ten-fold size difference. For Task 11, however, NRC outperforms Gezi in this baseline combination. Table 9 shows the secondary feature bundles f 10, 11, 12 in every combination. These are corrective measures that were frequent and obvious enough to catch our eye and are thus very effective. More surprising is the strong performance of simple dependency feature association scores, present in all top performing feature bundles.
Impact of Size Expectedly, performing worst are the single feature bundles, in particular each lexicon used as the sole feature for the classification task, see Table 10 .The surprise: aFinn, the smallest (ca. 1% of Gezi), manually curated lexicon not only dominates the others, but enhanced with our linguistic context annotations performs only 12% worse than the best bundle on 2015 data. We speculate that the reason is the design criterion (Nielsen, 2011) for aFinn to eliminate entries that may have conflicting sentiment labels altogether. This sends a very simple and clear message: reliability ranks above quantity. This of course limits aFinn to the uncontroversial core of the fuzzy set of sentiment carriers, but below that glass ceiling, it is the one to beat. Gezi, with its 100-fold size advantage trails aFinn by a mere 0.3%, which gives hope that automatically extracted lexica that include the volatile fringe can, with enough training data, approximate aFinns performance (and likely surpass it in time, as it already does for the 2014 data). The NRC lexicon which is 10-fold aFinns size, trails its performance by 5%. Table 10 : Task 10B's lexical sets results.
Comparing Gezi to NRC, we see that adding negation scope while enlarging the size of the tweet collection for automatically creating a resource increases its efficiency, supported by the fact that Gezi intersects and agrees with manually created lexica to a higher degree than NRC, see Table 4 . But NRC outperforms Gezi in the twolexicon-only runs f 1,6 and f 1,4 of Table 9 .
Conclusion
Gezi, a new, large Twitter-derived sentiment lexicon that encodes the linguistic context in which a sentiment carrier occurs, was run together with certain ad hoc features on recent SemEval tasks. For comparison purposes and to improve performance, four sentiment lexica from the literature were added. A comprehensive ablation study of all the subgroupings of the resulting features shows several surprises: the smallest lexicon, aFinn, is the best solo performer. Our automatically derived Gezi lexicon marginally improves on the smaller NRC lexicon of similar design and approaches aFinns performance. We demonstrated that features do not add improvements linearly but are largely compatible with each other and effective in different subsets on different datasets, thus a careful vetting of features for each corpus is essential. Our performance in different SemEval 2015 challenge tasks shows that our approach is robust.Ranking first on the figurative language pilot task without specially geared feature additions underscores this fact and makes it a strong contender for applications across domains and tasks.
